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Greetings, Beloveds, It is I, Gabriel. 
 
I am honored to be with each and every one of you, not just in this particular session but 
because we are all united in a Collective Consciousness that has purpose.  And that purpose 
is for transformation and Ascension of humanity and the Earth.  So to participate with you in 
this transformational period is a great honor. 
 
This evening, we Archangels, the Lords of Light, and in particular the Triad of Metatron, 
Michael, and Melchizedek, will be emanating a very extensive, refined Light frequency.   
And we do this because this Light frequency not only comes through the Creative Realms of 
Source through us, but through you.  So we are mirroring to you that massive Light Energy 
that each one of you possesses.  And we are here to stimulate that awareness within every 
cell of your body. 
 
So, take a deep breath and be very conscious in this moment, realizing there is no time, no 
space that separates us in this moment… 
 
There is an emanation through the Spirit of who we are as Source Energy that is being 
formulated and transmitted in this very moment… 
 
Because we are unified in this Collective Consciousness in which we have agreed to create, 
begin to see that reflection of YOU as a brilliant emanation of Undifferentiated creative 
Light. 
 
Notice how brilliant your energy field shines. 
Notice – there are no barriers within your Unified Field at this very moment: no restriction -- 
just an emanation of pure, brilliant, luminous Light… 
 
We have said this to you often on many occasions, that you are Light. 
Open your 3rd Eye and receive from us your reflection……     [Pause] 
 
Now, reflect it back to us, because we are unified within this state of consciousness. 
Show us our Light…….     [Pause] 
 
As we gather in this unified emanation of Source Energy… 
become very conscious of who you are. 
 
Be very conscious in this moment… 
And let us begin our session. 
 


